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Product Description: 

  
Infogrames brings wild racing destruction to Dreamcast this fall with Demolition Racer--No Exit.

 
With 16 

cars on a track at one time, the game lets players participate in fast action demolition derby races at 60 

frames per second.  Demolition Racer--No Exit for Dreamcast will offer all of the same great gameplay 

as last fall’s Demolition Racer for PlayStation
®
, with enhanced graphics and many new Dreamcast-only 

features.   Dreamcast players will find all-new cars, new tracks and power-ups, and enhanced artificial 

intelligence. 

 
Key Features 

 Collisions, damage and destruction on 16 different tracks and three bowls 

 Real-time damage effects include smoke, fire, hoods flying off and tires wobbling 

 16 cars on a track during each race, with multiple car types competing against each other 

 10 completely new tracks and 14 new cars for Dreamcast 

 Enhanced scoring system is more accurate while still using the easy to understand multiplier scoring 

system  

 New league system is separated into themes including Industrial, City and Country leagues  

 New power-ups include positive and negative point boxes, a power drain and a turbo boost 

 The positive points power-up will add points to a player’s score while the negative points power-up 

takes points away. The power drain takes health away from the opponent that the player hits and 

applies it to the player’s own car, and the turbo boost will allow a player to get a quick burst of energy 

to shoot them wildly down the track 

 Weather effects and night driving new for Dreamcast  

 Three different demolition derby bowl matches including the new No Exit bowl 

 Licensed soundtrack includes Fear Factory, Cirrus, Junkie XL, Empirion and Tommy Tallarico 

 2-player split-screen multiplayer action 

 For more information visit www.demolitionracer.com or www.us.infogrames.com 
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